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Abstract: As of late with the assistance of cell phones, we can without much of a stretch control family gadgets. In this 

paper, the plan of Home Automation System perfectly with normal house and great highlights for home computerization 

by means of distant access are introduced. We planned this framework for cell phones having android stage to mechanize 

a Bluetooth interfaced Arduino which controls various home machines like lights, fans, bulbs, entryway, water siphon 

and a lot more utilizing on/off transfer and servo engine. This venture has three primary parts: an Arduino Uno - 

microcontroller for associating the apparatuses, a Bluetooth module for signal exchange, and a cell phone with the 

Android application to control home machines. Bluetooth correspondence innovation working reach is low however it 

tends to be controlled from anyplace inside the house. By using smart phone application we can control household 

appliances and provide security. Paper is to control home apparatuses to keep away from the risk of electric shock and 

security, for actually incapacitate/old individuals, who can undoubtedly access and control the home machines by 

remaining at specific spot and access them distantly without the assistance of others. Our home automation works smartly 

by providing increased quality of life, and comforts to users. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

 
 

Home Automation incorporates customized action of home machines with exceptionally astonishing advancements and 

controlled over any of the devices like workspaces, workstations PDAs or tablets. Home robotization framework makes 

the activities of different home apparatuses a ton of helpful and furthermore saves energy. With the energy saving 

origination, home computerization or building mechanization and brilliant homes makes life extremely straight forward 

today. It includes programmed tasks of all electrical or electronic gadgets in homes or maybe distantly through remote 

correspondence like Internet of Things (IOT), Wi-Fi and Bluetooth is an arrangement of associated actual articles that is 

available through. The 'Thing' in IOT might be somebody with a screen, for example objects that are doled out a data 

science address and have the ability to accumulate and move information over an organization without manual assistance 

or intercession. Android programming framework is innovation among the main and most famous most popular 

frameworks in PDAs. Advanced mobile phones reasonableness expands everyday in view of their sizes , innovation 

improvement with various versatility. Android applications put in advanced cells are likewise will be update each second. 

The administrator should utilize the screen of the telephone to direct the house machines. This project is an android 

application that has the possibility to manage any sort of electrical machines giving full distant access from PDA utilizing 

Bluetooth. Bluetooth innovation is Wireless radio transmissions in an extremely brief distance giving an important 
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innovation to make accommodation, insight and controllability. This creates the individual space networks in the home 

environmental elements, any place of these machines are interconnected to one another utilizing with a solitary regulator. 

 

2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

❖ N. Sriskanthan and F. Tan, A. Karande, “Bluetooth based home automation system,” Microprocessors 

and Microsystems, Elsevier, Vol. 26, pp. 281-289, 2002 

 

The work of N. Sriskanthan shows the implementing smart home Using Bluetooth using a host controller, which Is 

implemented on a PC and connected to a Microcontroller-based sensor and device Controllers. It is proposed to make 

the Communication between devices possible. The System allows multiple device controllers to be Connected to the 

host controller. In some ideal Conditions Bluetooth has the highest up to some 100m range. 

 

❖ “Smart Home Automation System Using Bluetooth Technology”, Muhammad Asadullah 978-1- 5090-

3310-2/17/©2017 IEEE 

 

It is a home automation system developed using Arduino board, Bluetooth module HC06, smartphones.  

 

 

3. WORKING 

 

 
 

 In this undertaking, a home computerization framework is planned which can be constrained by a cell phone. The 

computerization framework is associated with the cell phone through Bluetooth. The advanced cell conveys control 

messages to turn home apparatuses ON or OFF by an android application through Bluetooth interface.  

 

The undertaking is based on Arduino UNO and is utilized to control LEDs and home machines associated with the Arduino 

through transfers. The Arduino board is interfaced to a HC-05 Bluetooth module to match with the advanced cell.  

 

An application named "Arduino Bluetooth regulator" is utilized on the advanced mobile phone which is fit for sending text 

strings to a combined gadget. The application will combine with the home mechanization framework through HC-05 

Bluetooth Module. Each module has a remarkable MAC address and a secret phrase for blending with different gadgets. 

Like the Bluetooth module utilized in this venture had a MAC address – 98:D3:31:F4:18:22 and had a secret word "1234" 

for blending with other Bluetooth gadgets. 

 The Arduino uno board receives the user commands in the form of numbers from the smart phone through Bluetooth 

interface. Each home appliances are assigned with these numbers and are toggled either ON or OFF on receiving the 

numeric command. The Arduino board receives the numeric commands from the Bluetooth module and operates relays to 

switch appliances based on the numeric command.  

 At the point when the circuit is fueled on, the Arduino loads the necessary libraries and switches transfers to OFF 

position. The Arduino waits for the numeric command to be received from the Bluetooth module. Based on the number of 

home appliances used according to that the numbers should be assigned. If there are four appliances used then these 

appliances are assigned numbers from 1 to 4. If either number is obtained as a string from the Bluetooth module, the status 

of the respective appliance is toggled. By default, the pins connecting to the relays have a LOW logic driving the relays to 

switch the appliances OFF.  
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 If an appliance is in OFF condition and number representing the appliance is passed through the Bluetooth app, the 

Arduino switches the logic at the respective pin to HIGH triggering the relay to switch the appliance ON. 

 If an appliance is in ON condition and number representing the appliance is passed through the Bluetooth app, the 

Arduino switches the logic at the respective pin to LOW driving the relay to switch the appliance OFF. . The numbers are 

moved to the interfaced Bluetooth module from the paired  mobile phone. 

 

 
The above graph is the PIR movement sensor circuit which is utilized for the security reason ,which can recognize any 

infra red radiation around the environmental elements .Once, the  infrared radiation from the human body or any another 

source is received by the pyroelectric sensors it generates a sudden electric signal, then the first slot of the PIR sensor is 

intercepted. Then the voltage flowing between the two sensors changes and a positive differential voltage is generated. 

This signal is carried out to the base of transistor through the output terminal of PIR sensor. A little base current in the 

semiconductor will bring about a huge progression of collector current, because of this the PIR sensor can recognize the 

little change in the radiation of the environmental factors. Collector terminal is connected to the input of 6v relay using a 

diode which allows only the current to flow in one direction ,the output of the relay is given to the load(light) and the load 

is powered.  

 

4. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 

 

This Proposed system is able to operate and control the appliances within short range only within 20m, for future research 

work it is recommended to increase the range and interface more sensors and also interface with the Google assistant 

system for enhance the security apart from this project, it should be a low cost and user friendly system. Moreover the 

home automation system can also be interfaced with biomedical (EMG) signals and It will be beneficial for physically 

challenged people, they will be able to control the appliances using their muscle’s movement only. 

 

5. RESULT AND CONCLUSION 

 

 The main aim of this paper was to make life easier and propose the solution for the problem concerned with security 

purposes. In this paper, the architecture of low cost and flexible Home Automation system using Arduino (Uno) 

microcontroller based on the Bluetooth wireless system (HC05) is proposed and implemented. We use Arduino in light of 

the fact that this is straightforward and its coding is extremely simple. By carrying out this kind of framework, we can 

likewise guarantee the energy preservation. With the assistance of this framework, we can expand the effectiveness of the 

Appliances and furthermore, we can have the full oversight over the home apparatuses from a significant distance. This 

will Increase the agreeableness of person and it will decrease the human endeavors. The Proposed framework is examined 

and tried a few times inside the scope of 20 meters and it accomplished 100% precision. 
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